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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hi everyone, my name is Dimuth and today I will be presenting about the application of Computational fluid dynamics to improve Scraped Surface freezer operation for producing healthier frozen desserts.
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1. Composition
• Ice Crystals
• Air Cells
• Fat Globule Clusters
• Liquid Serum Phase

2. Affect quality and 
acceptability

Ice Cream: 
Composition and Mixing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ice cream has a complex microstructure that contains ice crystals, air cells, fat and sugars that affect the quality and acceptability of it. Frozen desserts such as ice cream, retain an exceptional consumer desirability despite the high sugar, high fat and high calorie content. And over the past decade we see Various “better-for-you” alternatives have been developed, but often with limited success, because of the complexity of the product. 



The Scraped Surface Freezer

3Tetra Pak CF700 A2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Although changes to both ice and air phases occur during hardening and distribution, these changes mainly occur in the freezing and mixing in the SSF that result in loss of quality, making the SSF the most critical unit governing quality of frozen desserts.



• Dasher
• Mixing
• Air incorporation and 

size reduction
• Partial coalescence of 

fat
• Scraper blades

• Scrape freezing ice 
cream from cylinder wall

• Beater
• Agitation
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Role of parts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Freezing, aeration and destabilization of fat occurs in SSF. And how this unit works is that is has an annular structure, between the inner and outer cylinders refrigerant flows counter flow to the mix, while it cools the mix, ice crystals form along the wall. These crystals are scraped off the wall by the blades. The dasher and beater aid in incorporating air to the mixture, destabilizing the fat and mixing.



• Complex SSF are still largely 
designed by trial and error, 
with limited understanding of 
mixing patterns (fluid 
dynamics and heat & mass 
transfer occurring in the SSF).

• SSF designs are also typically 
based on proprietary findings 
within each manufacturer.
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Specific Problem Statements
Scraped surface freezer (SSF) dasher designs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scraped surface freezers are still largely designed by trial and error, with limited understanding of engineering phenomena occurring in the SSF. Also, SSF designs are also typically based on proprietary findings within each manufacturer.For example, these images on your right are different dasher designs. Here the number of holes, shape of them, number of blades and many other factors vary in dasher design.However, Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling can offer better design alternatives by understanding complex heat and mass transfer phenomena associated with SSF technology. By improving our understanding of the engineering principles behind SSF, the goal is to better design freezers to more efficiently and consistently create high quality frozen desserts. With this understanding we could reduce sugars and fats to produce healthier frozen desserts.



Overall Procedure: Modeling by Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) and Experimental Verification
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Consultation with TetraPak engineers and UW-Madison food scientists

Computational Meshing

CFD Simulations

Post-Processing and Data Analysis

CAD Geometry to CFD Geometry

Comparison with experimental data

Improved design recommendations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here I would like to show a follow chart of how Computational modeling is validated through experiments and the overall procedure for this study. We first consulted the Tetrapak engineering team to understand the SSF better. Then using the CAD file of the SSF by TetraPAK we slightly changed the geometry to make it more appropriate for computational meshing. Then we created a mesh for this geometry. Then using the real-world boundary conditions, I created simulation. Post processing software was used to analyze the data of the simulation , then this data was compared with experimental data to confirm the validity of the simulation. From here the goal is to improve the design recommendations.



Research Objectives

• Simulate standard dasher SSF setup with operating conditions of 
current experimental setup.

• Validate CFD model outcomes by:
• Monitoring residence time distribution.
• Monitoring mixing patterns and heat & mass transfer.

• Once model is validated using CFD the SSF design can be changed, 
also operating parameters such as dasher speed and volumetric 
flow rate can be adjusted.

• A series of computational simulations for different operating 
parameters will be conducted to improve SSF design. 
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Experimental validation of the CFD results
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Setup for injection of tracer

thermocouple

Setup for temperature reading
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Tetra Pak Scraped Surface Freezer (SSF)

Ice Cream Outlet

Premix Inlet

Coolant Inlet

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here I would like to show the complex geometry of the machinery inside the freezer



Computational Modeling and Boundary Conditions
Inlet
Volumetric flowrate: 190 L/hr
Temperature: 5°C

Outlet Convective Wall 
Boundary
Rotational 
velocity: 300 rpm

Wing beater

Cooled 
Cylinder

Dasher
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Blades

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And here is a simplified model for the geometry for computational meshing, also listed here are some the boundary conditions.



Meshing for Computational Modeling
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● Meshing is diving complex 
geometries into elements 
that can be used to 
discretize the domain.

● The mesh influences the 
accuracy, convergence and 
speed of the solution.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why the model had to be simplified with careful assumptions is for computational meshing.A finer mesh would provide a more accurate outcome, however, the more complicated the geometry the more elements which makes it more computationally expensive to run.



Spinning Dasher and Blades (actual speed at 300 rpm) 
slow-motion
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To give a better idea, Here is a slow-motion video of the motion of parts inside the inner cylinder.



Create videos with https://clipchamp.com/en/video-editor - free online video editor, video compressor, video converter.




CFD Outcomes
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Temperature contour and velocity profile cross 
section

Premix 
inlet

Ice cream 
outlet

Coolant

Rotating cylinder wall

Temperature contour side view

A

A

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, here are some of the CFD outcomes. These are temperature contours with velocity vectors showing the mixing patterns. This was previously not understood.



Lagrangian Particle tracking
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mixing patterns and how particles travel through the freezer. Since it is spinning at 300 rpm it is difficult to computational compute all these particle tracks.
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Temperature profile validation
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Residence Time Distribution 

Standard dasher + wing beater

• Ice cream samples collected at regular intervals and absorbance measured using spectrophotometer
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Conclusion

• Computational simulations were successfully computed, and we 
can now visualize mixing patterns and heat & mass transfer.

• More work still must be done in collaboration with the 
department of food science on the residence time distribution.

• With better understanding of the parameters that influence heat 
transfer, shear, and mixing along with ice formation and air cell 
breakdown within the SSF that will arise from this research will 
point to strategies to improve SSF design and lead to frozen 
desserts with healthier attributes.
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Thank you!
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